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The Problem
Nigeria has a population of 200million people where close 50% of the 
population live on less than $1 a day, which has given rise to some of the 
following problems

Poor savings: According to the Nigerian Deposit Insurance Cooperation, 
92% of bank accounts have less than N500,000 ($1,250) in their savings 
which has worsened due to the economic effects of Covid19 pandemic

Consumption Inequality: With poor savings and no disposable income,
people are struggling to afford what others no longer use but end up
keeping in a neglectful state or disposing wrongly

Environmental Disruption: Nigeria generates more than 32 million tons
of solid waste annually, some of which are items that could have been
reused or upcycled. Only 20-30% is collected for recycling.

Opportunity
HoBeei is addressing the growing inequality by facilitating responsible 
consumption and a circular economy

Global circular economy market was $457.14 Billion in 
2020, and is expected to be a Trillion dollar market by 2022 
at a Growth Rate of 13.3%

Only 8.6% of the world economy is circular, implying there is still a lot 
of opportunity in the Circular economy space that is yet to be 
untapped which is where HoBeei comes in. Our solution has the 
potential to:

Our solution also has the opportunity to address some the Sustainable 
Development Goals(SDGs)

Improve savings Encourage Reuse Reduce inequality



A web app that incentivizes people to share a variety
of preowned items with others where they earn virtual tokens to get
better things they need in return.

Our tokens called Buzzes empower people to obtain items at reduced 
costs, and encourages reuse which benefits the environment

Our Solution
Listers upload their

pre-owned item and earns buzzes from

the highest buzzer.

Others bid for the item using Buzzes.

Highest buzzer wins item, and Lister 

earns buzzes to get items listed by 

others or discounts with businesses.

Catriona Laing
British High Commissioner
to Nigeria

Features

Gamified Responsive

Web app
Auction Virtual

tokens

Wardrobe



Traction

Business Model
Buzz Package Purchases:
HoBeei earns revenue when Users purchase buzzes to bid for items

Current payment tiers
Quick top-up (1,00BZS) : N150 - $1 
Standard(3,500BZS) : N500. - $2 (most purchased) 
Honey Jar (8,000BZS) : N1,000 - $5
Premium (25,000BZS) : N3,000 - $10

Partnering with SMEs New!

Users can get discounts from other partnered businesses using buzzes
they earned for freecycling items and HoBeei earns a 5-10% percentage
referral commission.

3,000
Registered Users

720
Buzz plans bought

2,100+
Items freecycled

1,700+
Impacted

Traction

$10k
Worth of items 
freecycled so fsr



HoBeei’s Core Team

Mariam Eluma, Founder & Product 
Designer BSc(Hons) Software 

Engineering | MSc(distinction) IT 
Mgt University of Nottingham| 6 

years experience in tech industry | 
LEAP Africa Fellow

Nnanna Madu, CTO. BEng 
Electronic Engineering | MSc 

(distinction) Information 
Technology | MBA Lagos Business 

School | 9 years work experience in 
software engineering & 

architecture

Kubiat Morgan, Front end/Full stack 
developer BEng (Hons) Computer 
Engineering | 4 Years tech work 
experience.

TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS

5
Staffs

1
Advisor

20
Volunteers

ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE WINNER
ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE 1ST RUNNER 

UPFINALIST



ASK

To achieve our goal, funding will be used to achieve our OKRs

Team Growth (35%): Hire more developers and core staff to improve 
current product and attract users

Marketing and Brand Awareness (30%): Double down on Social 
media marketing, hosting freecycle events, Radio tours, University 
campus tours, and creating a Live Freecycle show to increase sign 
ups and generate more revenue and profit.

Test (15%): Develop and test new strategies to attract and retain 
new customer segments ie Business customers

operational costs (20%): logistics, office rent, warehouse storage, 
payment of infrastructure

1. Introduction and access to celebrities, politicians and other influencers to invite 
them to use HoBeei to freecycle items to fans/followers.

2. Access to communities eg School, Universities, Women groups etc. We intend 
on signing them up en masse so they can freecycle with each other on HoBeei.

3. Access to Brands/Businesses for collaborations and sponsorships especially 
those in the Private Sector Advisory Group for SDGs in Nigeria eg Nestle, Coca-
cola, Unilever, Dangote, Google, MTN, Airtel, Sahara etc

4. Access to terrestrial and satellite broadcasting companies to produce and 
broadcast HoBeei Freecycle show eg DSTV, GOTV, Startimes, TSTV, Netflix 
Nigeria.

5. Media coverage
6. Sponsored Advertisement on Billboards or Newspapers
7. Referrals - Tell people about us or give us a shout out on social media to your 

followers!

Non-Monetary Ask

$500k
Seed equity funding

1M
Freecycled items

200k
Potentially impacted

£ 2M
Projected Revenue

Monetary Ask 2023 Q4 Goal


